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  Who are the people behind the masks? I met some of them and 
gathered their stories. Then I decided to create studio pictures based on 
what they told me. To preserve their anonymity, I asked other people to 
impersonate them. 
 I am not trying to objectively depict the “black blocs” but rather to share 
my questions, my curiosity and my desire to understand. 
TTheir will to denounce political violence by confronting it head on appears 
almost sacrificial to me. When I visualize their bodies in action, I see 
classical paintings with Judeo-christian symbolism. In our daily lives 
surrounded by concrete and ubiquitous screens, under the surveillance of 
thousands of video-cameras, when tension becomes palpable, entirely 
dressed in black they seem to want to blend into the background:  
everything looks dark. 
  “Publicly masked” is an exhibition project inspired by conversations. Here 
are some extracts of a work in progress. 

PUBLICLY MASKED
Photographic series on “black blocs”
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« There are many movements in a “black bloc”, a lot of different 
things. There is of course a political color but people are very 
different, they don’t have the same opinions and they can’t be put in 
one box. You can do that with socialists, or Mélenchonnistes [From 
Mélenchon, leader of the FI political party]. They are the perfect 
example of the kind that fits in a little box. You cannot do that with 
“black blocs” movements... it’s super reductive. I’d like people to 
know how rich these ciknow how rich these circles are. 

Those are very intellectually rich 
circles. There are very smart people 
among them. 
It’s too reductive to say they are looters. Or even anarcho- 
autonomous. It’s a non-sense and it’s redundant. »
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« I had a hard time in school as a factory worker’s child and how violent school 
felt. Plus I was diagnosed a gifted child so it was a double thing for me. My parent 
are former workers who vote FN [far right]. They are really into the concept of 
meritocracy, your happiness only depends on yourself. A way to annihilate any 
social protest and make you the only one responsible for your misery. I have 
always seem my father working 60 hours a week for a miserable wage. My 
mother’s health was destroyed by her work. I could feel that something was 
wrwrong and that hating immigrants and saying school was wonderful wasn’t going 
to solve anything. 

I come from a far right family so it took me 
some time to deconstruct all that.  Brochures helped 
my reflection a lot. […] 
I never really liked breaking things. It never was a catharsis or a way to blow out 
some steam. I never stopped questioning myself about that and I still wonder now 
if it’s the right way. I don’t know, really. There are some political reasons… To look 
at banks and temp agencies in town with broken windows when everything else is 
intact, it makes you wonder why only these are broken. It’s also a message sent to 
banks. Frantz Fanon said that nonviolence was invented by the bourgeoisie to 
make contestation manageable. However there is also the idea that it is absurd to 
sepaseparate nonviolent protest from violent protest. They are both part of a whole: 
fighting capitalism. » ©Mélanie Dubost
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« For one demonstration there 
was the idea of bringing soccer 
balls to play soccer. We kicked the 
balls at CRS [anti-riot forces], they 
kicked them back, so we passed 
them again, and they passed them 
back… It was a fun moment. 
WWe had a slogan “It’s sunny, it’s hot, we want the water cannons!” 
The weather was so hot that CRS were tired in their gear. At one 
point tension rose between a shopkeeper and people from the 
head cortege, I don’t know why. I looked and saw CRS putting 
their helmets on but they didn’t feel like it, we could see that they 
just didn’t feel like fighting. So it was cool, very relaxed, there 
was no “break-in”. 
It is It is very different from one demonstration to another depending 
on what the head cortege decides, depending on the weather, on 
the CRS’s mood, on what type of orders they’ve been given… » 
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 « When I arrived [at the police station] I didn’t really know what was 
going to happen and I asked to keep my books. The 
cops laughed at me: “Well, no, you’re 
being held in custody!” What? I can’t keep my books? It 
sucks, I want to get out! I was a bit disappointed. »
[She laughs at her own gullibility]

  « What I don’t like about the police is that they are the armed hands of 
the state. It is not the person under the uniform that I dislike, it’s the person 

in uniform. I think it’s important to remember 
that we are human beings. If I am 
paradoxical, maybe there are paradoxical 
cops too. You have to keep that in mind. But I must say it’s harder 
with CRS [anti-riot forces] and the anti crime squads. When you choose those 
kind of cakind of career, it’s probably for a reason. CRS want to fight, and I imagine that 
anti crime squad are worse. » 



[S. is reminiscing over the memories of the G8 counter-summit in Genova in 2001 in her Italian accent. The police violence that occurred then 
was considered by Amensty International as "the worst attack on democratic rights in a Western Country since the end of WWII".]

  « I was alone in demonstrations. I never went with other people. I was warning people, telling them where to go, where to run, as I knew 
the city very well. And I called for help. I was calling the ambulance, because when demonstrators were injured, even severely, they had only two 
options: either the police would arrest them or they would be taken to the hospital by public ambulances but would still be incarcerated in the 

end. Since we had heard what was going on in prison, actual torture, I stopped 
people from getting into public ambulances or I even helped them get into our 
own ambulances before the police could grab them. We would have a calling system, organized 
ovover the phone. They were like white vans, with a cross painted on them. They were made to look like actual ambulances. Inside, if I remember 
correctly, there were at least to nurses who would do everything: driving, helping the injured, everything. »
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[S. is telling me she lived through next in Gevova in 2001]

 « My memory of this episode is very clear: a friend of mine saw a police car drive through the street that separated Diaz school from 
our building. My friend threw a rock at that car, which was interpreted as a provocation, but that was what they all they were waiting for. 
After fifteen minutes, a helicopter was circling above us.

And And that's the moment the journalists left, the official journalists, not ours. 
That's when we understood that something very serious was going to 
happen. After that, it's only flashes of what happened. It's like... it's a platoon coming in. It's the carabinieri coming in and raming 
through the school in a rather spectacular fashion. I remember seeing despair on people's faces when they were trying to run away from the 
violence headed towards them, grabbing on to the trees in front [outside the windows] to escape like animals, like monkeys, it was... it was 
crcrazy, and they were still gonna get caught downstairs, in the courtyard in front of the school. There was nothing we could have done against 
this violence. We were helpless! [...]
I saw about twenty carabinieri, those just coming out [of the scool], breathing like animals, like bulls, like... they weren't humans anymore, 
they were beasts, beasts, it was horrible. [...] And at some point they left and the police arrived. They forbade us to go back in to help the 

wounded. There were at least thirty people severely injured, some of them whose lives were in danger, and we couldn't help them. We 
couldn't do anything. We could hear the screams, we could see the blood, 
we could see everything, and we couldn't do anything. We were in some kind of... I don't know, 
time just stopped. [...] It's at this moment that TV time just stopped. [...] It's at this moment that TV reporters came back, so those who had left earlier came back when it wasn't dangerous 
anymore. [...] And that's when I saw fractured skulls, broken arms, women covered in blood, even people I thought I had saved. When in fact 
I hadn't. Ambulances took those people who, unfortunately, had to face torture in Bolzaneto, the prison, afterwards. » 
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[S. is telling me about going back to a normal life after what she witnessed in 
Genova in 2001]

   « When I went back home, for at least a 
week, I couldn't speak. I was in such shock that I couldn't 
speak. I remember my mother who would 
take me to the woods, in the middle of 
nature, to awaken me little by little 
because I was like knocked out. It was impossible 
for me to accept that, in my country [Italy], such police brutality could occur. 
After After everything that happened, still, the fact that they tried to make everyone 
believe that [Carlo] Giuliani, the kid killed [by the police], was responsible for 
his own murder! This I cannot accept. I can't swallow that pill. I already 
accepted the mafia, the patriarchy, the machism... I think I've had enough. 
That's it, it's too much... All this, it's too much. If I'm here, if I'm living in 
France, it's because I've decided, after 2001, to leave my country. It's not 
possible anymore, I can't take it. I left my country because of that. »
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This project benefited from Stephan Charpentier’s precious advice during the Artists@Work workshops. 
The Artists@Work program was created with the financial support of Creative Europe. It includes other workshops in 
Italy and Bosnia. About 120 artists working with illustrations, photography and cinema took part in the program. 

People in the pictures are not actual members of a “black bloc”. 

For more information on this project please contact the artist: 
melanie.dubost@gmail.com
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